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I. Comparison
ECMR

• since 1989/90

• not a constant tool

• the obligation of Article 2 (competition test)

• Limited scope of prospective analysis (2 to 3 years)

• Incomplete coverage
o E.ON/Ruhrgas
o GasNatural/Endesa
o Article 21



I. Comparison
Energy Policy
• essentially since 1996
• constant tool with increasing intensity
• different content

o market opening and competition → cheap
o security of supply → reliable
o environment → clean

• long term view
• wide coverage



II. Relationship

Hierarchy of norms
• ECMR ↔ Energy Policy?
• Energy Policy > ECMR

Areas of tension
• ECMR: the impact of merger on the situation

that would have prevailed absent the merger
• Energy Policy: market design



II. Relationship
The energy counterfactual under the ECMR?

• High levels of market concentration
• Vertical foreclosure: inadequate unbundling
• Lack of market integration
• Lack of transparency
• Distrust in price formation
• Inadequate balancing regimes
• LNG study

→ The outcome of the sector inquiry report



II. Relationship
The energy policy objective: Package of 19 September 2007 results
from consultation process started with Green paper of 8 March 2006:

Priority areas:

1. Completing the internal market
a. Grid (code and regulator)
b. Interconnection
c. Generation
d. Unbundling
e. Cooperation regulators

2. Security of supply
a. Network security
b. Stocks

3. Diversified energy mix (nuclear)



III. The time paradox

Energy industry

• long cycles and lead times

• investment decisions for production in next
decade to be made now

• incompatible with time horizon of ECMR

• relevant markets and potential competition

• expansion policies by certain players



IV. The practice

Three options under ECMR

• unconditional ECMR
• conditional approval
• prohibition



IV. The practice
The remedy toolbox:

• divestures
o power plants
o unbundling
§ transmission
§ storage

• creating liquidity
o virtual power plants
o gas release programs
o long term supply contracts

• increase in interconnection capacity



IV. The practice
How to put pressure?

The potential competition issue: a relatively new concept

• Electrabel/EPON ↔ EDF/ENBW
• Neste/IVO ↔ EDP/GDP

Mixing concepts: potential competition and collective
dominance

• Grupo Vilar/ENBW/Hidrocantabrico

The new test

• E.On/MOL



IV. The practice
Suez/GDF: the full cocktail

Belgium:
• Distrigaz + GDF
• Supply of gas to Electrabel competitors
• Fluxsys
• GDF in SPE

France
• elimination of Distrigaz as potential competitor
• district heating

Overall impression



IV. The practice

The package

• divestiture Distrigaz (with some Electrabel
contracts + storage)

• abandoning control over Fluxsys

• divestiture GDF stake in SPE

• divestiture local heating subsidiary



Conclusion: 

Inventive application of ECMR can
contribute to energy policy objectives
and to market design


